Automatic Cut to Length In-Line production and distribution machine. Designed specifically for production and distribution demands that require multiple same-size cuts!

Shown Above is Reel-O-Matic's Automatic Cut to Length (CTL) Machine, with a Custom Printing System.
Standard Features

- 2 HP AC Variable Speed drive System
- PLC and HMI touch screen controls
- Handles products up to and including 2”
- Complete with Lexan Guarding
- Pneumatic powered Automatic Chop Saw
- Custom Solutions as Required
- Forward / Reverse Option
- Electronic Stop to Length Measurer
- Digital Readout
- Automatic Slowdown / programmable
- Built in prescaler
- Batch Counter

Options

- Available with Hydraulic, Pneumatic and Custom Cutters designed to your material.
- Cut to Length Machines Available for materials 1/8” to 5”.